OVERLAPPING UNDERLAYMENT

THIS METHOD NOT TO BE USED WITH STANDING HEM VALLEY METAL

36" SWEAT / BLEEDER SHEET

ROOF DECK

Note:
The underlayment options shown in MC-03 or MC-03A are acceptable options for any code approved metal. See MC-12B for additional considerations.

UNDERLAYMENT TO LAP OVER VALLEY METAL A MINIMUM OF 2".

ROOF DECK

VALLEY FLASHING

OPTIONAL: SELF-ADHERING POLYMER MODIFIED ASPHALT MEMBRANE ON EACH SIDE TO COVER FLASHING FLANGE

CUT TOP CORNER OF UNDERLAYMENT TO INSURE PROPER DIVERSION OF WATER INTO THE VALLEY METAL

ROOF UNDERLAYMENT

VALLEY FLASHING (EXTEND ENTIRE WIDTH OF VALLEY METAL BEYOND ROOF EDGE)

Notes:
1. For recommended underlayment and fastening requirement, see Table 1A and 1B.